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Sola, Perduta, Abbandonata:
Are the Copyright Act and Performing
Rights Organizations Killing Classical
Music?
By Amanda Scales*
Many consider Johann Sebastian Bach
to be one of the greatest and most influential
composers who ever lived. Musicologists call
1750, the year of Bach's death, the end of the
Baroque era.' Bach's music is performed all
over the world by ensembles of every size and
stature.
However, Bach's success as a composer
came rather late. During his life, the composer
worked as an unassuming church and court
musician.2 He was first an organist, then a
concertmaster3 who spent his last twenty-
seven years as a music director in Leipzig,
























most notably a performance in Leipzig of the
Saint Matthew's Passion in 1829.8 Suddenly a
composer who had been deceased for most
of a century was the toast of Europe. By 1900,
a complete, forty-seven volume set of Bach's
works was in print.9
The story of Bach's salvation from
obscurity seems unusual, but it isn't. Famous
composers often fail to receive recognition in
their lifetimes. One critic, describing the
premiere of Ludwig von Beethoven's Third
Symphony ("Eroica"), noted that many in the
audience found the work lacking in artistic
merit.1" Today, many regard Beethoven as
"Modern copyright law and
the practices associated
with it can create new
problems for classical
composers.
composed for so long for one the foremost composer of both the Classical
g, most of his works remained and Romantic eras." Wolfgang Amadeus
d were soon forgotten.6 Only Mozart was a well-known child prodigy who
Bach's works were published enjoyed considerable fame for his
me.7 It was not until nearly compositions in his lifetime, but nevertheless
r his death that Bach achieved lived in poverty. 2 The creator of The Marriage
ne. The German Romantic of Figaro and "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik" was
Mendelssohn took an interest buried in a mass pauper's grave.'3 More
and began staging concerts, recently, the innovative American composer
I[ II II . .... ... if . . .. I- ---
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Charles Ives (1874 -1954) became an insurance
salesman because he could not make a living
as a composer.14 He received limited praise
during his lifetime, but became widely
recognized twenty years after he stopped
composing.'5 Each of these composers is well
known because of continued performances by
those who were exposed to and recognized the
greatness of their works.
In comparison to the composers of
centuries past, gaining exposure should be
relatively easy for modern classical composers.
Geographical and territorial boundaries are no
longer the obstacles that they were in Bach's
day. Technology has grown by leaps and
bounds in recent decades; information
disseminates worldwide within a matter of
seconds via the Internet. Through the use of
media-sharing programs such as Napster,
people can instantly access recordings of
millions of pieces of music and listen to in the
comfort of their home. 16 One can even enter
the notes of a score into a computer program
like Finale and hear the music, thus eliminating
the need for actual performers.1
7
It would seem that, with the exposure
available to modern composers of art (or
'classical"), as well as the protections available
through copyright laws that ensure composers
are paid for the use of their works, the
composers would not be as vulnerable to
obscurity and
poverty. 8 Yet









This Note first explores the special
concerns faced by classical composers and the
distinctions that make classical composition
inherently different from popular songwriting.
The Note also discusses some of the more recent
developments under the Copyright Act that
affect composers of art music, most notably the
Copyright Term Extension Act and the Fairness
in Music Licensing Act. The Note then analyzes
the adverse effects that the current state of the
law has on classical composers. Ultimately, this
Note offers suggestions for composers who
wish to protect their works while retaining their
artistic integrity and continuing the traditions
of classical music, possibly even earning a living.
I. Background
A. Classical vs. Popular Music
There are many intrinsic differences
between classical composers and popular
songwriters, resulting in copyright laws and
licensing agreements that affect the respective
artists somewhat differently. By definition,
popular music is accessible to a large portion
of the population.1 9 Popular music has mass
appeal; the average person can relate more
readily to it than to classical music. 20 On the
other hand, classical music is generally
regarded as a sophisticated art form that appeals
"The use of blanket licensing by
performing rights organizations
("PROs"), combined with the long
protection periods granted under the
Copyright Act and the very nature of
classical music, prevent many classical
composers from enjoying the fruits of
composers.
The use of their labor"
blanket
licensing by performing rights organizations to an educated, elite audience.2' Album sales
("PROs"), combined with the long protection for popular music are much higher than for
periods granted under the Copyright Act and classical music. For example, during the week
the very nature of classical music, prevent many of October 13, 2003, there was not a single
classical composers from enjoying the fruits of classical album ranked within the top 100 in




Another major difference between
popular and classical music is the relationship
between the composer and performer. Many
popular artists write their own music. Artists
who do not write their music instead make
arrangements through their record companies
to record songs written by third-party
performance. While the stature of a conductor,
performer, or ensemble may still sell a
recording or tickets to a concert, the
compositions remain distinct and are a separate
draw. For these reasons, one typically refers to
a classical recording by the conductor or
performer's name, as well as the names of the
composer and
"The restrictive effect that the
Copyright Act has on the
classical tradition of "borrowing"
from pre-existing works has one
of the biggest impacts on
classical composers:'
songwriters.23 An artist may have a special
relationship with a songwriter, such that the
songwriter composes specifically for the artist.
No matter who composes the music, most
popular music is associated with a single artist.
That artist's popularity "sells" the song. If the
song becomes a single, it may receive time on
the radio or on music-related television stations,
such as MTV, VH1, CMT, or BET.24 For the
songwriter, artist popularity and "hit" songs
translate into having an easier time selling more
songs to other popular artists.
Things are not so easy for classical
composers. Unlike popular music, classical
compositions are rarely associated with
particular performers. Even when a classical
piece is linked to a certain performer, multiple
artists will probably perform and record it. For
example, the Hermit Songs of the twentieth-
century American composer Samuel Barber are
often associated with the soprano Leontyne
Price. Price premiered the song cycle,
accompanied by the composer, at the Library
of Congress on October 30, 1953.25 The duo
recorded the songs several times during the
composer's lifetime. However, many other
singers have performed and recorded the
work. The work has, in fact, become part of
the typical twentieth-century classical vocal
repertory.26 In time, classical pieces take on an















almost exclusively compensated through
royalties.28 Often, a songwriter will enter into
a contract with a publisher under which she is
required to write a certain number of songs.2
9
The songwriter then receives an advance
payment of royalties. B° Future royalties, which
come from radio airplay and the sales of albums
on which the songwriter has one or more songs,
go towards paying back the advance. Once
the advance is repaid, the songwriter receives
any excess royalties.3 1 Classical composers do
not work on the same advance system. While
a composer may receive advance payments for
a commissioned work, he will not otherwise
receive income from a composition until the
piece has actually generated revenue. Normally,
this does not happen until the composer's work
has received some exposure. Luckily for the
classical composer, exposure will not only lead
to royalties, but to commissions, which
generate more money for the composer.32 That
initial exposure, however, can be a major
hurdle. 33 Whereas popular songwriters have
publishers who shop their songs to record
companies, classical composers are on their
own.
34
Another difference between classical
and popular music lies in the methods of
distribution they use. Unlike popular music,
classical music is not primarily disseminated
by recordings. Popular artists become famous
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through airplay.35 To the public, popular music
really only exists in recordings.36 It is recorded
in a studio, a very controlled environment
where mixing boards are used to combine and
balance multiple layers of sound.37 A popular
song might not be played "live" until after it is
successful. For classical music, this process
happens in reverse. New works typically
premiere in live performances. If a recording
is made, it may
or may not be
played on radio "Classical
stations. There
are no real always bor
"singles" or











Finally, competition between composers
is different in classical music. Popular
songwriters primarily compete with their
contemporaries to have their works recorded,
which means that record companies anticipate
paying for recording rights.39 By contrast, the
majority of classical music that is performed
and recorded is in the public domain.4" In
addition to the new classical works composed
today, there are thousands of works from the
past four centuries that are in the public domain
and still enjoy popularity with classical
audiences. These older works can be used freely
by anyone.
41
On the other hand, performers and
ensembles have to pay to use works that are
still protected by copyright.42 Because of the
popularity of older works and the additional
cost of performing protected ones, newer works
are often overlooked. For example, Neeme
Jairvi, the Estonian conductor of the New Jersey
Symphony, recently lamented the absence of
the works of twentieth-century American
composers such as Ned Rorem and Samuel
Barber in the repertoires of American
ensembles.43 Barber and Rorem are well
known to classical performers, but not as well
known to audiences. 44 Since there are
additional costs involved in securing the rights
to music that is still under copyright, there is
little incentive for many ensembles to perform
music that an audience may not pay to hear.
Modern classical composers therefore often
have to rely on new music societies,





example, in his Saint
sion, Bach composed
ns of a single cho-
Since classical music is so different from
popular music, copyright laws, which are
primarily geared towards popular works, affect
classical composers differently than popular
songwriters. The restrictive effect that the
Copyright Act has on the classical tradition of
"borrowing" from pre-existing works has one
of the biggest impacts on classical composers.
B. An Inherent Limitation
Due to the way composers create
classical works, copyright law has a special
impact on this music. Classical composers
have always borrowed from other works. For
example, in his Saint Matthew Passion, Bach
composed five variations of a single chorale.
46
When taken in the context of the whole work,
these sixteen bars become a kind of theme, as
Bach uses the choristers as a sort of Greek
Chorus. 47 However, this was far from an
original theme. The melody of the chorale was
taken, note for note, from a lied, or song, by
Hans Leo Hassler (1564-1612).48 It was so
popular in Baroque-era Germany to use a
familiar melody in a new work that there was
a specific term, "contrafacta," for this type of
melodic borrowing. 49 Charles Ives' General
William Booth Enters into Heaven, written on
the death of the founder of the Salvation Army,
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incorporates melodies from hymns used in the
early days of that organization.50 Much of the
nationalistic style associated with Romantic
composers such as Chopin could not have been
achieved without borrowing from the music
of those nations.5 Mozart borrowed liberally
when composing his opera Don Giovanni.
52
Such borrowing, however, did not make these
works any. less creative. The works simply
incorporate motives with which the audience
is already familiar. This helps to evoke a certain
emotion, place, or era. Borrowing is a way for
classical composers to absorb the culture
around them and to mark their place in time.
Under modern copyright law, however,
composers are no longer at liberty to borrow
from popular pieces of the day without risking
infringement. Even songs such as "Happy
Birthday" are protected by copyright.
53
Composers still borrow from public domain
works and rearrange them into new works.54
However, copyright law and the exclusive right
held by copyright owners to prepare derivative
works effectively ends a long tradition in
classical music.5 Without the ability to make
use of contemporary works, modern classical
composers are somewhat limited. Due to the
longstanding tradition of borrowing, current







Composers and songwriters often assign
non-exclusive performance rights to one of
three music licensing associations: the
American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers (ASCAP), Broadcast Music, Inc.
(BMI), or the Society of European Songwriters
and Composers (SESAC).5 6  These
organizations then sell blanket licenses, which
allow the licensee to perform any and all of the
licensed music for a specific period of time.57
All sorts of businesses buy blanket licenses,
from restaurants to radio stations. The PRO
collects money from the sales of blanket licenses
and distributes it to composers as royalties
according to the type of music and the
frequency with which it is used." For their
trouble, the PROs keep fifty percent of the
money they collect. The Supreme Court has
lauded blanket licenses as being beneficial to
both licensers and licensees because they are
more convenient and less expensive than
individual licensing agreements.5 9 However,
blanket licenses do not cover the rights to sheet
music or to create recordings, which must
instead be negotiated on an individual basis.
60
For a long time, ASCAP, BMI, and
SESAC paid a small portion of every blanket
license to the classical composers who belonged
to those organizations.6 This was done to make
up some of the difference in the amount of
royalties paid for popular music as opposed to
classical compositions. 62 In 1994, popular
musicians objected to this appropriation of what
they felt was theirs, and the practice was
discontinued. 63 The loss of this "tribute" greatly
diminished the amount of royalties which
many classical composers received from their
works. 64 In light of the small amount of
royalties they receive, many modern classical
composers rely on commissions instead of
royalties.
65
A. Broadcast Music and
Buffalo Broadcasting
Blanket licenses have been attacked in
the courts on antitrust grounds. In Broadcast
Music, Inc. v. CBS, CBS and other television
networks sued BMI and ASCAP, claiming that
the sale of blanket licenses constituted illegal
price fixing and was a per se violation of the
Sherman Antitrust Act.66 The Supreme Court
held that blanket licenses did not constitute per
se price fixing because they were not specifically
used to restrict trade, which would have been
required for a per se violation.67 Blanket licenses,
the Court noted, lower transaction costs and
make it easier for most licensees to use
copyrighted works.6 The Court also stated that
CBS could have negotiated individual licenses
with the owners. 69 However, the Court
articulated that more specific attacks on blanket
licensing may hold up to judicial review.7"
Independent radio and television
stations in the country filed a second important
class action that challenged blanket licensing
for antitrust reasons. 71 In Buffalo Broadcasting,
the Second Circuit primarily focused on the
viability of alternatives to blanket licenses.
72
Unlike Broadcast Music, where the Court
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focused largely on the pro-competition aspects
of blanket licenses, the Buffalo court
underscored the anti-competition aspects.73
While the Buffalo court found that other kinds
of licenses are more expensive, have higher
transaction costs, and are more burdensome
to licensees, they were still viable enough to be
alternatives to blanket licensing.
74
B. Effect of PROs on Classical
Composers
Both popular songwriters and classical
composers use blanket licenses and performing
rights, but these arrangements fall short for
classical composers. Blanket licenses have been
used for a long time to great success. In fact,
they have been so successful that some suggest
that blanket licenses would be useful for types
of art other than music. 75 Blanket licenses are
convenient, as they lower transaction costs and
give composers a means to unite for greater
bargaining power.76 However, since PROs no
longer reserve a small percentage of royalties
to disperse to classical composers, blanket
licenses do little to aid classical composers.
Composers make money on a blanket license
based on the amount of airtime or play a song
gets, and the airtime received by classical
composers is significantly less than that
received by their popular music counterparts.
77
When a composer joins a PRO, she assigns
many rights to the organization. She also agrees
to give the PRO an equal share of all royalties
received. This can keep the composer from
some uses of her work in exchange for a
negligible amount of money.
7
Unfortunately, PROs are so widely used
that a classical composer is often compelled to
join one. The majority of the members of those
organizations are popular musicians who have
convinced the PROs not to share proceeds with
classical composers. 79 It seems that PROs are
more concerned with pleasing popular
songwriting members than classical composer
members. This creates a conflict of interest for
a PRO that attempts to represent both classical
composers and popular songwriters. Although
it makes sense for PROs to try to please as many
members as possible, classical composers
simply get ignored.
The Supreme Court's decision in
Broadcast Music established that the sale of
blanket licenses is not a per se violation of the
Sherman Antitrust Act. s° The antitrust
challenge to blanket licenses in Buffalo
Broadcasting also resolved in favor of the
PROs.8 l The Second Circuit reasoned that
blanket licensing was not a restriction on trade,
since licensees had the alternative of direct
licensing.82 Both of these decisions, however,
occurred over twenty years ago. PROs are even
more powerful now. Neither of these decisions
looks at the issue from the perspective of the
copyright holders, for whom the transaction
costs of making direct licensing agreements
could be crippling. Perhaps a suit brought on
these bases would have a different outcome
today, especially one brought by the composers
themselves.
III. Drang:Copyright Act Changes to the
A. The Fairness in Music
Licensing Act
One area of the Copyright Act that
affects composers' rights is the Fairness in
Music Licensing Act ("FMLA"). 83 The FMLA
grew out of a long series of statutory law and
case law in which the rights of musicians and
business owners were on opposing sides. In
the end, classical composers lost.
1. Pre-FMLA Copyright Law
Copyright protection has existed in
America since the nation's inception. The
Constitution allows Congress to enact
copyright and patent laws to promote science
and the useful arts. 4 The first Copyright Act
was passed by the first Congress in 1790.85
Congress did not add music to the list of
protected works until 1831.86 By the time it
passed the 1909 Act, Congress had added a
wide range of protections to the original law,
including exclusive performance rights.8 7 The
1909 Act was meant to solidify and untangle
the unwieldy state of copyright in the late 1 9 th
century.8 8 Unfortunately, the law could not
anticipate the future technological changes, so
courts in the following decades had to
determine how the latest advances fit with the
constitutional and congressional plan. 9
Spring 2005
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2. The Early Decisions
One of the most important decisions
under the 1909 Act is Buck v. Jewell-LaSalle
Realty Co.90 In the Jewell-LaSalle decision, a
hotel owner who used an intercom system to
pipe radio broadcasts into individual hotel
rooms was sued for copyright infringement.
The Supreme Court held that each of these
retransmissions was a "performance"
prohibited by the 1909 Act. From this ruling
sprung the multiple performance doctrine.
Under the multiple performance doctrine, each
retransmission of a radio performance counted
as a separate, protected performance.
The Jewell-LaSalle decision provided the
basis of copyright law for business owners for
over four decades. Then, in 1975, a case
involving a restaurant owner named George
Aiken dramatically changed copyright law.
Aiken had a small stereo system in his
restaurant that he used to play radio broadcasts
of news, sporting events, and music for the
enjoyment of himself, his employees, and his
customers. 9' The owners of the copyrights for
two of the songs played on Aiken's radio sued
him for copyright infringement. 92  The
Supreme Court held that there was no
infringement. 93 Unlike the music in Jewell-
LaSalle, the original broadcast was licensed.94
There were no speakers outside to play the
call a radio listener an infringing performer
simply for turning on the radio. 7 The Aiken
decision was not only a landmark in copyright
law, but it greatly limited the multiple
performance doctrine.
3. The Homestyle Exemption
Congress quickly responded to the
Aiken decision in the Copyright Act of 1976.
The definition of "perform" was expanded to
include performances created "by means of any
device or process."98 This effectively codified
the multiple performance doctrine. Congress
also created an exemption under which a
transmission through a stereo of the type used
in the home did not constitute a performance,
unless the transmission was retransmitted to
the public or a direct charge was made to hear
it.99 This meant that small business owners like
George Aiken could still play their stereos freely,
despite the expanded definition of "perform."
This became known as the "homestyle
exemption."
4. The Fairness in Music
Licensing Act
In 1998, Congress expanded the licensing
exemption for small businesses while retaining
the homestyle exemption with the FMLA. The
FMLA provides that non-dramatic musical
works may be
"Under modern copyright law,
however, composers are no
longer at liberty to borrow from
popular pieces of the day
without risking infringement"
music for the public at large.95 The radio was
as much for Aiken's own enjoyment as for
anyone else's. The Court held that because of
the vast number of radio and television sets used
in businesses across America, a holding that
rebroadcasts such as Aiken's amount to
infringement would be unenforceable. 96
Further, it did not make sense to the Court to
transmitted to
the public from
a stereo of the
type used in
private homes,
so long as there
is no charge for
the performance





bars under 3,750 square feet and other
businesses smaller than 2,000 square feet may
transmit copyrightable music without paying
royalties and without violating copyright
laws. 0 1 Larger businesses may also avoid
paying license fees for music so long as the
system used for amplification has no more than
six speakers, with no more than four in one
Vanderbilt Journal of Entertainment Law & Practice287
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room.10 2 In either case, the music must come harbinger of the death of
from a radio broadcast station licensed by the in America. 116 However,
Federal Communications Commission.10 3 This commentators suggest tt
is to the detriment of ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC, to balance the power of r
who can no longer sell blanket licenses to these and was a necessary foil t
small businesses. Extension Act.
1 7
With the already reduced royalties paid
to classical composers, this statutory regime a. Dom(
gives them even less because they may not While the FMLA
receive royalties even though their works are benefit to owners of sma
being performed. This may also injure classical so to the detriment of co
composers in that businesses often play one thing, seventy pe
copyright-protected classical music without businesses which formerl
knowing that the music is not in the public licenses no longer need to
domain. To the untrained ear, there may be diminishes the amoun
no difference between this music and licensing organizations.
something written hundreds of years ago. It money paid to these orgai
all appears to be fair game. At one time, to popular songwriters, it
composers could enforce their copyrights and the amount paid to classic
"...since PROs no longer
reserve a small percentage of
royalties to disperse to classical
composers, blanket licenses do
little to aid classical
composers."
recover damages in these situations. Now, if a work by digital audio
the business playing the music is small or had purpose of the Copyrigh
a small stereo system, the composer has no the creation of the usefu
right to these royalties. 04  creators of those arts to
for a period of ye
5. Effects of the FMLA counterproductive to the
With or without the use of PROs, law to place the desire
composers should be able to turn to the
Copyright Act for protection. However, since
the passage of the FMLA, the Copyright Act
may not give adequate protection. Even before
the FMLA was enacted, commentators and
government officials expressed concern, not
only about the adverse effects the Act would
have on copyright holders, but also because the
Act could be seen as violating intellectual
property treaties the United States has with
several other countries.105 Since its passage, the
FMLA has been widely criticized as the
owners ahead of the rig
musical works to exerci
those works. Copyright
the right to control the
While blanket licenses hz
control one might expect
have, the FMLA leaves a
control over where her
long as they are played
Since the FMLA does n
businesses that may fall
it is easy to imagine circui
copyright protection
Congress and some
hat the FMLA serves
iusic licensing groups
o the Copyright Term
estic Effects
provides an economic
11 businesses, it does
pyright holders. For
rcent of the small
ly had to buy blanket
do so. 108 This greatly
t of revenue to the
Since the bulk of the
nizations already goes
* logically follows that
















It Act is to encourage
1 arts by allowing the
keep exclusive rights
ars. 1 0  It seems
purposes of copyright
s of small business
hts of the creators of
;e their ownership of
law gives composers
use of their works.
irdly offer the type of
a copyright owner to
composer virtually no
works are played, as
in small businesses.







small business owners. With that approach,
the FMLA favors one group of small business
owners over another group of small business
owners under the auspices of a larger act which
was intended to protect the latter.
Perhaps the biggest failure of the FMLA
is that it places no real limit on the size of the
establishment where the work can be
performed."1 ' The statute says that a business
owner can play music in a restaurant or bar of
less than 3,750 square feet (or other business
of less than 2,000 square feet) so long as the
original broadcast is licensed, there is no charge
to hear the music, and it is not further
transmitted, without restriction. 12 In larger
businesses, there is an additional restriction on
the size of the amplification system used."
3
There can be no more than six loudspeakers,
and no more than four in one room. 14 At first
glance this seems reasonable. When one
considers the amplification power that
manufacturers have achieved with small stereo
systems in the past few years, however, limiting
the number of speakers hardly seems like a
limitation at all. Couple this with the facts that
the statute only refers to a single broadcast, the
FMLA is mute as to whether a business may
use multiple systems to create multiple
retransmissions, and there is a possibility that
any business can use the FMLA to avoid paying
for a blanket license.
There is case law to support such a result.
Claire's Boutiques, a large chain of accessories
retailers, won a challenge brought by BMI
when BMI attempted to force the stores to buy
blanket licenses.1 5 The individual stores in the
chain were quite small' 16 and each was
equipped with a small stereo system.1 1 7 The
company argued that it qualified for the
homestyle exemption. The court agreed,
holding that even though there were many
stores in the chain, the individual stores were
rebroadcasting different transmissions; thus, it
qualified for the exemption."8 It is not a far
stretch from this result to say that a large store
or restaurant with multiple rooms could avoid
paying for a blanket license, so long as it used
multiple qualifying systems and played
different things on each of them.
Another technological advance that
creates unfairness under the FMLA is satellite
radio. Satellite radio allows subscribers to
choose from thousands of highly customized
radio stations. Subscribers pay a small monthly
fee to have the transmissions sent commercial-
free. Again, the FMLA does not prevent
transmissions of this type from being broadcast
in a business. Thus, a small business owner
might choose to play only works by a handful
of artists or composers and not have to pay
more than a small subscription fee for the
privilege.
b. The WTO and
International Effect of
the FMLA
The FMLA has been attacked
internationally. European composers lodged a
complaint with the World Trade Organization
(WTO), stating that the FMLA violated the
Berne Convention and other international
agreements to which the United States is a
party."19 The WTO agreed and ordered the
United States to amend the law.120 So far, this
has not happened. 2'
The United States has long been a leader
in the protection of Intellectual Property. In
1989, the U.S. became a member of the Berne
Vanderbilt Journal of Entertainment Law & Practice289
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"Although it makes sense
for PROs to try to please as




Convention for the Protection of Artistic and
Literary Works. 22 The United States has also
entered into the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs),
which directs that the World Trade
Organization shall govern international
copyright issues and creates standards for
copyrights for all member nations.123
The Berne Convention, like the
Copyright Act, provides composers and
songwriters the exclusive right to authorize the
public performance of their works by any
means or process. 124 This includes the rights
to authorize rebroadcasting of the work and
public communication by loudspeaker of the
broadcast of the work.125 However, the Berne
Convention does not include exceptions similar
to those "W ith the
included under
the FMLA, royalties F
namely, that
s m a 1 1 composers, t
businesses do gives them e
not have to pay
royalties for may not re(
rebroadcasts. though thei
Due to
its more lax performed"
standards, the
FMLA has come
under heightened scrutiny in the international
Intellectual Property arena. In 2000, the WTO
dispute panel found that the FMLA violates
Articles 9 and 13 of the TRIPs provisions of the
WTO's General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trades. 126 The European Union (EU) brought
a claim that the FMLA unfairly harmed
European composers, since their music could
be played in small businesses without the
payment of royalties. 127 The dispute panel
ruled in favor of the EU, stating that the FMLA
created too large of an exception to the public
performance rights in musical compositions
guaranteed by all WTO countries under Article
9.1 of TRIPs. 2 The panel found that the
exceptions to Article 9.1 were inapplicable in
instances where there was no conflict with
normal exploitation of the works and no
prejudice to the legitimate interests of the
copyright holder. 129 Thus, under the Berne
Convention and TRIPs, the FMLA cannot apply
to works of foreign composers.
130
The United States has agreed to amend
the FMLA in order to comply with the Berne
Convention and TRIPs, but this presents a
challenge.'31 Several remedies have been
suggested. One proposed solution is to remove
music by foreign composers and songwriters
from the exceptions under the FMLA.
132
Unfortunately, this could have an unfair,
adverse effect on American classical composers.
If a foreign composer discovers that his works
are being played without permission, that
composer could recover damages. 33 However,
if an American composer is faced with the same
situation, he or she may not recover. Thus, the
FMLA would protect the interests of foreign
composers over those of domestic ones. This




yen less because they
:eive royalties even
r works are being
for copyright. The Constitution should govern
and give rights to Americans, not exclude
Americans from certain rights in favor of all
others. Another problem with that solution is
that it would be particularly hard to enforce in
the classical milieu. Art music, particularly
instrumental work, seldom has a nationality
which is obvious from listening to the work 34
Even knowing the name of the composer may
not solve this problem, since many composers
may emigrate at some point in their lives.
13
Another proposal is to require radio
stations to pay greater licensing fees to offset
the amount lost from unsold blanket licenses.
36
This money could then go to pay the foreign
composers for the use of their works. This
solution, however, is also problematic. Radio
stations make their money from advertising,
much of which is paid for by local small
businesses. Typically, radio ads are a cheaper
alternative to television advertising, but this
may not be the case if the stations have to pick
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up the tab for broadcasts by local small
businesses . 37 Fewer businesses would be able
to afford to pay for radio advertising. In this
way, the same small businesses which the FMLA
seeks to benefit would instead suffer harm. In
addition, many stations which play classical
music are members of National Public Radio
(NPR), which is funded not by advertising, but
by contributions from membership drives.1
38
The additional burden of paying for blanket
licenses for businesses which fall under the
FMLA could drive those stations out of
business. Furthermore, this does not really
address the problem that the composer must
authorize the broadcast by the business, not
just the radio station. This can only be done
by licensing with the business.
Other suggestions have been based on
House Report 789 and Senate Bill 1628, both
from the 1 0 4th Congress.13 9 Senate Bill 1628
seeks to amend Section 110(5) of the Copyright
Act by raising the square footage and number
of speakers allowed within the FMLA, but
bases the FMLA exceptions on the income of
the business. 140 Only a business with a gross
annual income of 20 percent or less of the
standard gross income for a small business
under the Standard Industrial Code of the
Small Business Administration would qualify
for the exception. 141 Under this proposal,
businesses that cannot afford to pay for blanket
licenses are not forced to do so. House Report
789 would limit the FMLA to businesses which
are smaller than 1251 square feet and have no
more than four speakers. 142 A third proposal
combines the income limitation of Senate Bill
1628 and the size and system limitations of
House Report 789.143 The first two proposals
are unlikely to take effect because Congress has
already rejected them. The final proposal is
based on the homestyle exemption, under
which a business may use a stereo system of
the type sold for home use. 144 The WTO
dispute panel found Section 110(5)(A) of the
Copyright Act, which is also based on the
homestyle exemption, to be in compliance with
the Berne Convention. 45 However, since this
amendment would mean that exemption
under the FMLA would be based on income,
the success of the business would determine
whether the business had to pay for a blanket
license. Only fairly unsuccessful businesses -
those below a small business "poverty line" -
would qualify. In this way, the FMLA would
create a type of welfare state for small
businesses. Higher charges for licenses to other
businesses would probably defray the costs
associated with the unsold blanket licenses,
causing business owners to pay to indirectly
subsidize their less successful competition.
These proposals all seem to overlook the
purpose of the homestyle exemption. The
homestyle exemption, formerly codified in 17
U.S.C. § 110(5), grew out of the Supreme
Court's decision in Aiken where the definition
of "perform" under the 1909 Act was found to
exclude retransmission of radio broadcasts.
146
Congress revised the definition of performance
under the 1976 Act to include the playing of
music by means of any device. 47 This added
credence to the pre-Aiken multiple performance
doctrine, by which rebroadcasts were
considered separate performances from the
original. 4 Congress made a compromise in
adopting the homestyle exemption, which
allowed rebroadcasts on the type of stereo
made for home use without constituting a
performance. 149 It indeed to keep every
shopkeeper or cook who listened to the radio
at work would from being guilty of copyright
infringement. Without the homestyle
exemption, an office worker whose personal
radio was audible from the hallway could be
forced to pay a licensing fee. The exemption
was not, however, intended to allow small
business owners to play music for the benefit
of customers without paying for the right to
do so. However, the new proposals treat the
homestyle exemption as a benefit for small
businesses.150
B. The Copyright Term
Extension Act
Another area of copyright law that may
have an adverse effect on classical composers
is the duration of copyrights under the
Copyright Term Extension Act. Along with the
FMLA, Congress passed the Sonny Bono
Copyright Term Extension Act ("CTEA") in
1997. The CTEA extended the lengths of
copyrights by twenty years. For most works,
the copyright term is now the author's life plus
seventy years from the death of the author. 5'
For anonymous works or works for hire, the
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"Perhaps the biggest failure of
the FMLA is that it places no real
limit on the size of the
establishment where the work
can be performed"
already in
existence at the time the Act was passed. 53
1. Eldred v. Ashcroft
Like the FMLA, the CTEA was quickly
challenged in the courts. In Eldred v. Ashcroft,
a group of plaintiffs who used public domain
works in their businesses challenged the
constitutionality of the retroactive nature of the
CTEA. 5 4 The challenge was based on the
language in the constitution that copyrights are
to be for a "limited time."'155 The petitioners
claimed that, if the copyrights on existing works
could not be extended, the amount of time for
the copyright was not really limited, but could
be expanded at the will of Congress.5 6 The
court, looking at previous copyright extensions,
decided that the CTEA was within Congress'
power.157 The court dismissed the argument
that the standard "life plus 70 years" copyright
was excessive compared to the original fourteen
year copyright passed by the first Congress. It
pointed out demographic differences that
developed since the passage of the first
copyright statutes. 58 In other words, since the
average life span is much longer now than it
was in 1796, copyright terms needed to be
much longer in order to receive the same
protections.'5 9
In dissent, Justice Breyer argued that
long copyright terms increased transaction
costs without really adding anything to the
protections afforded to the composer. 160
According to Breyer, the additional twenty year
term would not provide much revenue to the
composer. 161 Breyer also pointed to facts
supplied by the petitioners which suggest that
many ensembles could not afford to perform
copyrighted materials. 162  The evidence
presented by the petitioners also indicate that
music under long copyrights could be
permanently lost because publishers and
databases would not bother with music that
was difficult to license.
163
2. Is it worth it? Congress'
Balancing Act Between the
FMLA and Copyright Term
Extension
The FMLA was passed as a foil to the
CTEA. 164 Congress reasoned that, if copyrights
were going to last longer, then copyrights
should have more exceptions. This created a
no-win situation. One major reason for
extending copyright protection is to enable
copyright holders to make more money from
the works. However, the FMLA greatly reduces
the amount received for the copyrights. This
is a particularly bad problem for popular
songwriters, whose music typically has a
relatively short shelf-life. It makes little
difference to a popular songwriter if her music
is protected for an extra twenty years after
death if the music goes out of style long before
that time.
The CTEA poses a different problem,
however, for the classical composer. Classical
musicians have a long tradition of borrowing
one another's ideas. 165 A composer may take a
motive from one piece and extrapolate it into
another or rearrange an old melody in a new
style. This is not merely the stuff of amateurs;
the most well known and revered composers
have done this.166 It is a way to evoke a certain
mood, time, or setting. It is a way to show
respect for the work of a colleague. However,
with copyright terms that last for nearly three-
quarters of a century after the death of a
composer, the borrowing tradition becomes
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virtually impossible to perpetuate. This
problem hits at the very heart of copyright law.
As said by Thomas Jefferson, "[h]e who receives
an idea from me, receives instruction himself
without lessening mine; as he who lights his
taper at mine, receives light without darkening
me. ' '167 The purpose of copyright is to
encourage the dissemination of ideas; a
copyright is not the same as a right to physical
property.161 It does not make sense to keep
copyrighted ideas virtually locked away for
such a long period of time. In this way, the
demographics cited by the Eldred court do not
apply to classical works as perhaps they do to
more commercially popular works. In Eldred,
the Supreme Court found, as to copyrights for
works in existence before 1978, that the CTEA
did not extend copyrights beyond the
constitutional boundary of a "limited time."'
169
However, the question of whether the CTEA
extends copyrights for new works for too long
is still open to judicial review.
V. Proposed Solutions
Unfortunately, short of repealing the
CTEA and FMLA and eliminating PROs, there
is not much that Congress can do to alleviate
the unequal effects of copyright law on classical
composers. PROs give great benefits to some
of their members; thus, outlawing them would
likely do more harm than good. Congress
could possibly change the CTEA to cover only
certain types of copyrighted materials. Some
copyright laws, such as the work-for-hire
doctrine, already do this. For example,
Congress could retain the extended copyrights
in recordings while shortening the copyrights
for the underlying works. There are, of course,
a few problems with this. This change could
damage copyright holders who have works that
are currently in the extended portion of the
term. Some authors might object to having
their terms reduced. However, Congress
balanced interests between authors and small
business owners when it created the FMLA and
CTEA. Changes could be made to the FMLA
which could please many copyright holders.
For example, Congress could mandate
licensing fees for small businesses. This might
consist of a rate schedule based on the size of
the business and possibly gross income. This
would generate much more money for the
PROs and, if the statutory fees were small
enough, would not place an undue burden on
business owners. This solution would also
satisfy the WTO and foreign composers.
If Congress does not make changes, it
is up to the composers to protect themselves.
So what can classical composers do to protect
their works and retain their artistic integrity?
One possible solution would involve the
creation of a new PRO exclusively for classical
composers. The three major PROs have been
very successful in protecting the rights of
popular songwriters through lobbying efforts
and the sale of licenses. The cause of many of
the problems for classical composers that stem
from the use of PROs is the under-
representation of classical composers as
compared to popular songwriters who belong
to those organizations. 170 The PROs are simply
more concerned with representing the majority
than they are with protecting the minority of
its members. 171 However, if classical composers
were to form their own PRO for the exclusive
use of classical composers, it could adequately
protect their interests. This is not an instant
solution. It may take years for a classical-based
PRO to become successful. However, once it
was off the ground, this would make it easier
to regulate the use of classical compositions.
There are many things that an
individual composer may do to alleviate the
problems caused by copyright law. Composers
have quite a bit of leeway as to what they can
do with their copyrights. To solve some of the
ideological problems, composers could actually
give some of their rights, such as the right to
make derivative works, to the public domain.
Since royalties are generally miniscule for
classical composers, a composer may simply
wish to donate his work(s) entirely to the public
domain. This idea is suggested by comments
of the highly successful American composer
Ned Rorem, who stated that he never counts
on royalties and that he makes his money from
commissions. 172 Composers could also donate
early works to the public domain in order to
build the composer's reputation and either later
rely on commissions or reserve copyrights for
subsequent works. In order to maintain the
borrowing tradition and keep their works from
becoming obscure, even lost, before the
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copyright term expires, composers could
donate their works to the public domain by
will. Thus, the composer could receive royalties
from the work during life, but not leave them
tied up in copyright, which could limit
publication, after death. The composer could
even disclaim the right to make derivative
works when publishing music.
VI. Conclusion
Aspects of copyright law such as the
FMLA and CTEA and copyright practices such
as blanket licensing affect classical composers
differently than popular songwriters. This is
due in part to the nature of classical music. The
modern classical composer must compete with
hundreds of years' worth of music while selling
their craft to a much smaller audience than that
enjoyed by popular songwriters. Also, classical
composers have a long tradition of borrowing
from each other's works, a tradition not found
in popular music.
A combination of copyright-related
factors has an adverse effect on today's classical
composers. Blanket licenses and the royalty
schemes of the performer's rights organizations
do more to protect the interests of popular
musicians than those in classical genres. The
Fairness in Music Licensing Act contradicts the
purpose of copyright and has an adverse effect
on classical composers because it allows small
business owners to avoid paying for music
played in their stores. The Copyright Term
Extension Act nearly eliminates the long-
standing borrowing tradition of classical music.
Despite these problems, things may be looking
up for classical composers. Since the WTO has
attacked the Fairness in Music Licensing Act,
it may soon be repealed or modified in a way
that renders it more fair to classical composers.
On the other hand, changes to the FMLA could
actually make things worse or create new
problems.
To solve the inherent problems of
copyright law and practice, composers could
create a new Performer's Rights Organization
exclusively for the works of classical composers.
Such a group could better protect the interests
of classical composers over the current PROs,
which primarily represent popular songwriters.
However, the cost of starting a PRO, combined
with the amount of time required to grow such
an organization, may be prohibitive.
Individual classical composers could
also donate all or part of their rights to the
public domain in order to make their works
more accessible. To retain all of their rights
during life without risking the obscurity caused
by an extremely long copyright term,
composers could donate their works to the
public domain by will.
The current state of copyright law is
both over- and under-protective. If Congress
continues to extend copyright protection, the
accessibility of classical music may be severely
limited. New classical pieces may disappear
almost entirely. There will be little incentive
for composers to make new works. Absent
action from Congress, it is up to the composers
themselves to use the Copyright Act to their
advantage and maintain the integrity of their
genre.
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